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Abstract: Distributed tracing allows tracking user requests that span across multiple services and
machines in a distributed application. However, typical cloud applications rely on abstraction layers
that can hide the root cause of latency happening between processes or in the kernel. Because of its
focus on high-level events, existing methodologies in applying distributed tracing can be limited
when trying to detect complex contentions and relate them back to the originating requests. Crosslevel analyses that include kernel-level events are necessary to debug problems as prevalent as mutex
or disk contention, however cross-level analysis and associating events in the kernel and distributed
tracing data is complex and can add a lot of overhead. This paper describes a new solution for
combining distributed tracing with low-level software tracing in order to find the latency root cause
better. We explain how we achieve a hybrid trace collection to capture and synchronize both kernel
and distributed request events. Then, we present our design and implementation for a critical path
analysis. We show that our analysis describes precisely how each request spends its time and what
stands in its critical path while limiting overhead.
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1. Introduction
Distributed applications have become an obvious choice for deploying services in
the cloud. They offer better performance, flexibility and resilience than their monolithic
counterparts. However, they often rely on increasingly numerous abstraction and software
layers, such as communication and RPC (Remote Procedure Call) middle-ware, Linux
containers, virtual machines and different threading and garbage collection mechanisms
offered by programming languages. All of these make development, deployment, scaling
and maintenance easier while making debugging more complex at the same time. Tracking
user requests that span multiple services on different physical machines is also a challenge.
Distributed tracing is a solution that simplifies tracking user requests in distributed
applications. It propagates a tracing context, relating to the original user request, along with
the distributed nested requests. This allows for sampling, collecting and visualizing the
trace information associated with each user request at the cost of instrumenting the chosen
communication libraries to propagate the tracing context. However, distributed tracing
primarily focuses on collecting high-level user-space events. Therefore, it will provide
correct information about the flow and duration of requests but cannot explain why some
subrequests are too long when this is caused by operating system level contention—waiting
on CPU, disk, network or mutexes.
Software tracing is a better-suited, powerful technique for collecting both kernel-level
and user-level events from a system. Software tracers record low-level events into trace
files that can then be processed by dedicated analysis tools to diagnose bugs, contentions
and latency. Because they collect precise, low-level events such as system calls, they are
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built for supporting a high throughput of events without disrupting the behaviour of the
target application or machine. While this is desirable for the type of analysis targeted, it
cannot easily support the more costly tracing context propagation, as distributed tracers
would do.
A hybrid approach is necessary for obtaining the advantages of both distributed
tracers and software tracers at the same time. In particular, a solution for collecting both
distributed and kernel traces has to be devised, without sacrificing the performance of the
target application. The traces have to be collected in a way that enables cross-level analysis,
which is accurate and useful for performance characterization.
In this paper, we propose and implement a solution that combines distributed tracing
with kernel tracing in order to analyze events and more effectively identify the root cause
of performance problems. This approach uses the strength of each method: the ability to
gain precise information about system interactions and high-level events from distributed
tracing and the ability to collect precise and detailed low-level events from kernel and
userspace tracing.
With our combined Kernel, userspace and distributed data, we then implement our
critical path algorithm. A Critical Path is the longest sequence of execution that occurs
during a program’s runtime, which, in this case, is represented as a directed acyclic graph
generated from events extracted from thread interactions both in Kernel and Userspace.
Isolating and analyzing the critical path gives the user an efficient view of a thread/process
and its interactions with the system resources and other threads/processes. This highlights
the longest path of events and, as such, displays potential latency sources that are important
in diagnosing performance problems. In particular, as we see the critical path of threads and
processes on the system, we are able to observe contention for resources, for example, lock
contention and cpu contention. Using a combined critical path algorithm, we can extend
this to the distributed level and observe how competing requests can lead to performance
degradations. It also allows us to view these same contentions as they occur between the
two layers.
In this work, we used the open-source tools LTTng [1] as a kernel/software tracer,
Jaeger [2] as a distributed tracer and Trace Compass (http://tracecompass.org, accessed on
10 May 2021) as a trace analysis tool.
In this paper, we propose a new solution for fine-grained performance characterization
of cloud applications using both distributed and kernel tracing. Our contributions are
as follows:
•
•

First, we propose and demonstrate a new and efficient architecture for combined trace
collection. We evaluate the impact on the performance of the target application.
Second, we design and implement a new requests critical path analysis that can be
used for precise root cause finding.

The rest of the paper is as follows: In Section 2, we review the related work. In
Section 3, we describe the newly proposed solution, from trace collection to analysis. Then,
in Section 4, we evaluate the overhead of our solution as well as the running time required
for the analyses, and we illustrate the usefulness of our solution with a practical use case.
2. Related Work
Previous work on this subject includes studies on both the performance analysis of
distributed applications and low-level software tracing.
2.1. Performance Analysis of Distributed Applications
The most generic approaches to performance analysis require no change in the source
code of the application. They can either try to infer what the optimal configuration for
an application is using machine learning [3] or assess its worst-case performance using
controlled fault injection [4,5]. Fault injection can also be used to generate a database
of labelled logs, and later, compare the logs corresponding to an unknown failure to
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that database to find the closest matching fault [6]. Reference [7] studies machine-level
scheduling algorithms for improving the use of server resources that can be sub-optimal [8].
Those techniques are limited when it comes to understanding bugs that are more
complex or less frequent. The unmodified log files produced by an application can be
used for request profiling [9] or extraction of independent user transactions [10]. In a
similar way, log files can be processed using machine learning algorithms for latency root
cause analysis [11–13]. However, the techniques relying on log files are inherently limited
by the quality and quantity of the data. Borderpatrol [14] overcomes this limitation by
dynamically loading a patched version of libc for a more predictable quality of the log
files at the cost of a 10–15% performance penalty.
Application-specific approaches require more or less direct instrumentation of the
target application. Annotation techniques [15–17] allow for better log data generation while
limiting the modifications to the source code. The annotations are usually destined to a
compiler or profiler for generating instrumentation instructions. Dynamic instrumentation
is also an alternative when recompiling the target application has to be avoided. Examples
of solutions that use this technique include X-ray [18] for precise root cause analysis or
Fay [19] for monitoring of distributed applications.
Distributed tracing focuses on end-to-end tracking of individual user transactions.
Magpie [20] collects the events corresponding to remote procedure calls to identify causally
related transactions and provide a consistent, end-to-end view of a user request.
X-Trace [21] assigns a unique identifier to each request and propagates it along the data
path while keeping the event collection path distinct. Dapper [22] emphasizes homogeneous systems and limits the instrumentation to a small amount of communication and
threading libraries. It allows for extensive data collection while preventing changes in the
application’s source code. Dapper also implements probabilistic sampling of requests to
lower the performance impact of data collection. While trace collection naturally covers
the most frequent scenarios well, [23] proposes biased sampling to improve the diversity of
the collected traces. The collection of distributed traces can be a basis for research on transaction profiling [24], workflow-specific resource management [25] or live monitoring [26]
and probing [27].
2.2. Low-Level Software Tracing
The techniques described above are particularly well adapted to distributed systems.
While they focus on context propagation and tracing at scale, they can only collect highlevel events, which limits their ability to perform precise root cause analysis in practice.
At a lower level, LTTng is a kernel and user-space tracer for Linux with an emphasis on
performance, with a measured impact of 2% for typical intense workloads [1]. According to [28], it is the most performant kernel tracer for Linux. Unlike SystemTap [29,30],
ftrace [31] and eBPF [32], it does not suffer from a significant increase in latency when
used on multicore systems [33]. LTTng saves trace data to disk—or sends it through the
network—for offline analysis and relies on the Common Trace Format [34], a standard
format built for high trace event throughput. It offers a flight recorder mode that reduces
the overhead by flushing the buffered events to the disk only when the user requests a
snapshot. Desfossez et al. [35] uses this feature for efficient latency analysis of applications.
Low-level software tracing usually separates the event collection from the analysis
that can be performed offline. LTTng traces can be analyzed to recover important metrics,
such as CPU usage, with arbitrary precision and without resorting to monitoring and a
fixed sampling rate [36]. Trace Compass is a trace analysis tool that relies on an efficient,
query-able state system [37] structure. It is built to compute and display the results of
complex trace analyses, such as a thread critical path analysis [38].
Some research tries to combine the flexibility of distributed tracing with the precision
of kernel tracing. Reference [39] performs vertical context propagation to inject high-level
request identifiers into the kernel. A system call is made every time a subrequest is started
or finished in the target application, which can badly scale to high throughput applications.
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Reference [40] proposes to patch LTTng so that it attaches a request context to every kernel
event written in the trace file. The request context is injected into the kernel using a
custom dynamic kernel module that adds the information to the current process structure
task_struct. Both works emphasize the need for explicit synchronization, rather than
simple interleaving, between the kernel and distributed tracing events.
Other related work includes two papers [41,42] in which they examined a way to
find bottlenecks in multi-threaded applications. This is applicable because the focus was
around waiting threads and how they impacted the throughput both locally and globally,
and both papers propose different solutions to analyzing the data in a way which respects
that. In a similar fashion, we need to keep in mind the waiting times of cloud applications
and how they may be misleading as to the root cause of the problem. Another article with
some relation to the problem at hand is on the subject of intrusion detection for Internet of
Things (IOT) [36], where the goals are very different to that of this paper, but the process is
similar, as the approach is based around multi-level tracing on multiple linked devices.
2.3. Critical Path Analysis
Existing work on critical paths analysis is primarily concerned with work on the
Kernel and Userspace layers of a single system. Fournier et al. [34] demonstrate the
use of critical paths analysis within web applications. This work combines multi-layered
critical path analysis with a clustering algorithm to detect unusual events. Similarly, Doray
et al. [43] also utilize critical path analysis at both the user and kernel level, with the
goal of allowing developers with incomplete knowledge of a system to identify latency
and performance issues. Finally, Ezzati-Jivan et al. [42] used critical path analysis in
combination with a dependency graph model to analyze all related dependencies required
to complete a task, rather than of individual threads/processes. We combine a similar
approach to these methods with critical path analysis on distributed tracing to explore the
interactions between threads at the distributed interaction level, allowing us to ascertain
the location of contentions between two or more requests in a distributed system.
2.4. Discussion
Previous work on distributed systems focuses on performance analysis using highlevel information collected at the application level. In particular, distributed tracing
proposes a standard way of tracking end-to-end requests to identify bottlenecks among
subrequests or machines. As illustrated in Figure 1, distributed tracers provide the user
with a unified view of the flow of a given request. However, they cannot explain why a
particular subrequest is longer than expected, especially when this is caused by operating
system level contention.
The related work discussed above shows that kernel traces can be processed by
specialized algorithms to identify complex bottlenecks and relate them to user processes
and threads. Although some research work has focused on propagating distributed tracing
events into kernel traces, no effort, to the best of our knowledge, has used distributed
and kernel tracing together to improve root cause analysis. We differentiate our work by
enhancing the root cause analysis with user-level traces and use it to capture low-level
contention. We then propose an extended view of requests that can show and explain the
low-level contention, improving the user’s ability to diagnose and fix bottlenecks and other
issues. In particular, we propose a critical path analysis of requests, as shown in Figure 2,
and explain our solution to obtain this analysis in the next section of this article. Table 1
compares our contributions with a selection of related works.
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Figure 1. Sample distributed trace shown by Jaeger. The events corresponding to a user request can be collected and
processed by the distributed tracer Jaeger. The view shows the complete flow of subrequests, along with the causal links
between them, their duration and their log events.

Figure 2. View of our requests critical path analysis in Trace Compass. Each state has a different
colour—green for RUNNING, orange for PREEMPTED, grey when blocked by another request, etc.—and
the arrows indicate how the different requests intersect in their respective critical path. Instead of
showing a single request only, our view includes all the requests that happened in parallel.
Table 1. Comparison with selected related works.

Work
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Critical Path Analysis

[1]
[3]
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no
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3. Proposed Solution
In this section, we present our methodology and contributions in greater detail. The
newly proposed solution encompasses trace collection, analysis and visualization.
3.1. Instrumenting the Distributed Tracer
One of the key challenges in the problem studied is bridging the gap between:
•
•

high-level, task-focused, microsecond-precise distributed traces on the one hand;
low-level, event-focused, nanosecond-precise kernel traces on the other hand.

More specifically, integrating distributed traces into our analyses requires being able
to improve the precision of the highest-level events. Let us suppose, for example, that we
managed to get the event for the beginning of a distributed task right at the nanosecond
precision. Then we can use the events from the kernel trace corresponding to context
switches between threads to infer which thread had started the request. In a different
scenario with lesser precision on the request start event, our analysis could be misled into
inferring different thread information and then compute the wrong critical path for that
request. Figure 3 illustrates the two scenarios. The correlation between a request and the
executing thread could be obtained by other means, such as obtaining the thread identifier
and including it as an event context field in the distributed tracer. This would require more
changes to the distributed tracer and a higher overhead to obtain the thread identifier and
store it in events.

(a)
sched switch event

Thread on CPU

Thread A

Request on CPU

Thread B
Request on thread A

Request start event
(b)
sched switch event

Thread on CPU
Request on CPU

Thread A

Thread B
Request on thread B

Request start event
Figure 3. Impact of the precision of timestamps on trace analysis. The role of an event-driven analysis
is to reconstruct the state of a machine at any given time using the sole trace events. Different event
sequencing can yield different analysis results. In our case, insufficient precision on the distributed
tracing events can impact the analysis depending on whether the request starts (a) right before or
(b) right after a scheduling event.

The different techniques for traces synchronization discussed in Section 2 are based on
vertical context propagation, and the cost of switching into kernel mode each time an event
is emitted by the distributed tracer. Our solution avoids the overhead of vertical context
propagation by collecting a minimal amount of synchronization events while staying in
user-space mode. We use the LTTng tracer for collecting both kernel and user-space traces
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from applications. Because LTTng uses the same clock for kernel and user-space events, all
the events emitted by a user application will be synchronized with the kernel trace without
any additional work needed. Therefore, the only application that requires instrumentation
is the distributed tracer in-process agent. Our technique relies on the instrumentation of
the distributed tracer itself with LTTng so that it emits a user-space event each time a span
is started or finished by the distributed tracer. The event carries the minimal information
required for traces synchronization, namely the unique request identifier assigned by the
distributed tracer. We implemented our solution on the distributed tracer Jaeger, more
specifically for its Java and Go clients. Figure 4 describes how our solution can be deployed
on a single host to collect at the same time, with distributed traces using Jaeger and kernel
and user-space traces using LTTng. Figure 5 shows an example of synchronization events
that are collected using our patched version of Jaeger.
Trace chunks
Host

Trace events

Kernel
Application
jaeger-client
liblttng-ust

lttng-sessiond
lttng-consumerd

LTTng
traces

jaeger-agent

jaeger-collector

Jaeger
traces

Figure 4. Design of our trace collection solution. Our solution targets a single host and is able to
collect kernel traces using LTTng and distributed traces using Jaeger. The in-process Jaeger client
is patched to emit LTTng user-space events and has to be compiled against liblttng-ust. The
application code is unmodified, but it has to be compiled against the patched Jaeger client.

[12:46:59.671901514] (+0.000001098) loic-workstation jaeger_ust:start_span: cpu_id = 5,
trace_id_high = 0, trace_id_low = 4421066052755260657, span_id = 4421066052755260657
[12:46:59.672049028] (+0.000019061) loic-workstation jaeger_ust:start_span: cpu_id = 5,
trace_id_high = 0, trace_id_low = 4421066052755260657, span_id = 4146236183556049419
[12:47:00.069919803] (+0.000000349) loic-workstation jaeger_ust:end_span: cpu_id = 9,
trace_id_high = 0, trace_id_low = 4421066052755260657, span_id = 4146236183556049419
[12:47:00.492785641] (+0.000000988) loic-workstation jaeger_ust:end_span: cpu_id = 1,
trace_id_high = 0, trace_id_low = 4421066052755260657, span_id = 4421066052755260657
Figure 5. Sample synchronization events collected using our solution. Our solution collects events in
the user-space mode for synchronization between distributed traces and kernel traces. Examples
of such events are shown here, as displayed by the Babeltrace trace reader. Each event carries
(i) nanosecond-precise absolute and relative timestamps, (ii) the name of the source server, (iii) the
name of the event, (iv) the source CPU identifier and (v) the event payload.
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It should be noted that some events will be present both in the distributed traces
and the LTTng traces. This allows for more flexibility and adaptability to the targeted
deployment. For example, in a large distributed application, it can be interesting to
use Jaeger on every node but LTTng on specifically chosen targets. We then get selfsufficient distributed traces, regardless of LTTng tracing, but benefit from the analyses of
complementary traces, as described below, on specific nodes of interest.
3.2. Synchronizing the Traces
The Trace Compass trace analysis tool can read traces from both LTTng and Jaeger. The
Jaeger traces describe every request as JSON data, including their start timestamp, duration,
attached logs and parent request reference. Using every LTTng event that corresponds
to the beginning or end of a request, we can correct the timestamps present in the Jaeger
traces into nanosecond-precise ones.
The challenging part is determining, for each request, the thread in which it is being
executed at any given moment. It is fairly easy to infer the threads corresponding to the
beginning and end of the request by using the scheduling events from the kernel trace.
However, it is possible for a request to be handled by multiple threads in sequence. This
is particularly true for asynchronous applications that rely on thread pools or pipelines
to process queued tasks. For the sake of simplicity, we choose to associate a single thread
to each sub-request, namely the thread that started the request. We then consider the
critical path of that thread to be the critical path of the corresponding request. In the case
of requests being migrated between threads, we would need more precise instrumentation
to integrate the migrations into our analyses. For example: We could acquire a unique
identifier that can be used to identify a thread (for example, a request id) and then construct
the path after runtime from each machine or thread the request is detected on. As this
would only require a change in the instrumentation and in trace collection, rather than the
architecture of our system, we feel that the work is transferable to complex scenarios. See
Section 5.
Conversely, we need to ensure that a thread is only associated with a single request at
any given time. When there are multiple possible requests associated with the same thread,
we enforce that rule by marking the request that started being active most recently. The
full algorithm to associate threads to requests is shown in Algorithm 1. As shown on line
14, if the stack of associated requests is greater than zero, then the active or most recently
active request is assigned by taking the top element of the request stack.
3.3. Algorithm for Multi-Level Critical Path Analysis
The Trace Compass includes a thread critical path analysis [38]. For any thread of
interest to the user, the analysis computes its longest path of waiting after resources. It
uses low-level events, such as context switches or locking of mutexes, to infer the cause of
threads being blocked. The output of the analysis is a succession of the execution states
that contribute to the latency of the target thread. Arrows in the output indicate blockage
or wake-up links between threads.
Since we aim at extending the critical path analysis to user-level requests, it is key to
understand how the critical paths of different threads interact so that we can understand
how the critical paths of different requests interact as well. It is indeed possible for two
different threads to share a state, i.e., contend for the same resource at the same time, in
their respective critical paths. That happens, for example, when two threads are waiting on
the same mutex held by a third thread; in that case, the critical paths of all three threads
could reflect that contention by having a shared state, as explained in Figure 6.
The critical path provided by the Trace Compass is actually a linked list, in which each
node is either:
•
•

an interval that has a starting time, duration, state and an associated thread identifier;
an arrow that has a starting time, duration, state, source thread identifier and a target
thread identifier.
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A
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C
[0, 1[

A, B

B

A

C
[3, 4[

(b)
Figure 6. Shared states between different thread critical paths. The critical paths of different threads
can share one or more states (a). In this example, the thread C initially holds a mutex M and threads
A, B and C are running. Each block indicates which thread is on the critical path of the thread of
interest. (Solid lines indicate requesting, acquiring or releasing a lock on a resource). The critical
paths are built according to the sequence of the following events: (0) trace begins, (1) A requests
locking M, (2) B requests locking M, (3) C releases M and A locks M, (4) A releases M and B locks
M, and (5) trace ends. (It is important to note that execution continues even after releasing a lock).
The red overlay in subfigure (a) highlights the interval during which all threads have the same state
in their respective critical path. Our critical path merging algorithm outputs the graph in subfigure
(b). Each graph node indicates which thread the state refers to, as well as the time interval of the
state. The critical path of a given thread can be recovered back from the graph by following the edges
labelled with that thread name.

Depending on the status of a thread and the resources it could be waiting for at a given
time, the Trace Compass will determine the state of a node to be RUNNING, INTERRUPTED,
PREEMPTED, TIMER, BLOCK_DEVICE, USER_INPUT or NETWORK.
The previous work on thread critical path analysis is dedicated to kernel trace data
only. The data structure chosen for the thread critical path is not adapted to cross-level
analyses because it does not clearly identify states that are linked between different critical
paths. The challenge in combining distributed traces with kernel traces in a critical path
analysis lies in handling these shared states correctly.
We are addressing this problem by proposing a new algorithm that can identify
contention on a shared resource between an arbitrary number of critical paths into a graph
that includes them all. The goal is to have a single node in the output graph when it
corresponds to contending for the same resource at the same time in different critical paths.
A representation of the output of our algorithm is given in Figure 6. More specifically, the
nodes are Java objects for which we provide a simplified structure in Figure 7.
The two hash tables in the node structure allow for the traversal of the graph in any
direction. The key is the thread identifier of the critical path—an Integer object in Trace
Compass—that connects the current node with the node associated with that key. The node
also stores the node state—a String—which is the thread identifier the state refers to: the
start timestamp and the end timestamp.
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class Node {
private HashMap<Integer, Node> incomingEdges;
private HashMap<Integer, Node> outgoingEdges;
private String state;
private Integer stateTid;
rivate long startTs;
private long endTs;
}
Figure 7. Simplified version of the Java data structure used for our critical path nodes. A node from
the graph obtained by merging critical paths has all the information needed to traverse the graph for
any thread of interest.

Algorithm 1: Pseudo-code for the proposed synchronization algorithm. The algorithm associates each thread to the sequence of requests it is actively handling.
Its output is used by the extended critical path view discussed in Section 3.4.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Input: requestEvents: a list of requestsSet
Output: allRequests: associates each TID to a mapping from intervals to a set of
request UIDs corresponding to that interval;
activeRequests: associates each TID to a mapping from intervals to a unique active
request corresponding to that interval
FUNCTION MAIN()
for e in requestEvents do do
HANDLEEVENT(e, lastTimestamps, requestStacks)
end
FUNCTION HANDLEEVENT(e, lastTimestamps, requestStacks)
tid ← e.tid timestamp ← e.timestamp
requestUID ← e.requestUID
requestsStack ← requestsStacks[tid]
lastTimestamp ← lastTimestamps[tid]
if requestStack is not empty then
activeRequests[tid][lastTimestamp → ts] ← top element of requestsStack
allRequests[tid][lastTimestamp → ts] ← all elements of requestsStack
end
lastTimestamps[tid] ← timestam p
if e is a start event then
remove requestsStack[requestUID]
end
else
push spanUID to requestStack
end

A simplified version of our critical paths merging algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.
It gives a general idea of the approach that we are taking while staying relatively high-level.
For the sake of completeness, it can be noted that most of the data structures that we
actually use are RangeMap type in Java. A RangeMap is essentially a hash table in which
keys are ranges, which allows for querying by intervals in logarithmic time. Those data
structures get updated as the algorithm runs so that their state consistently reflects the
current data in the graph being built. From a high-level perspective, the algorithm loops
over the states of the critical paths of interest (line 9) to add each of them to the graph.
Adding a state to the graph often requires splitting an existing state into two or three states
while updating the edges of the graph accordingly and then merging the duplicate states
(i.e., contending for the same resource). The complete version of our algorithm keeps track
of the head of the graph for each thread—that is, the first state in chronological order to be
in that thread critical path—allowing for targeted traversal of the graph.
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Algorithm 2: Pseudo-code version of the critical paths merging algorithm.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Input: threadsOfInterest: list of integers
Output: graphNodes: set of graph nodes
FUNCTION MAIN()
for tidOfInterest in threadsOfInterest do
criticalPath ← COMPUTECRITICALPATH(tidOfInterest)
for state in criticalPath do
MERGE(state)
end
end
FUNCTION MERGE(state)
intersectingStates ← INTERSECT(graphNodes, state)
timestamp ← e.timestamp
for existingState in intersectingStates do
MERGESTATES(existingState, state)
end
FUNCTION MERGESTATES(state1, state2)
if state1 starts before state2 then
newState ← CREATESTATE(state1.start, state2.start)
REPLACELEFT(state1, newState)
MERGESTATES(state1, state2)
return
end
else if state1 starts after state2 then
newState ← CREATESTATE(state2.start, state1.start)
REPLACELEFT(state2, newState)
MERGESTATES(state1, newState)
return
end
else if state1 finishes before state2 then
newState ← CREATESTATE(state1.start, state1.start)
REPLACELEFT(state2, newState)
MERGESTATES(state1, newState)
return
end
else if state1 finishes after state2 then
newState ← CREATESTATE(state2.tart, state1.start)
REPLACELEFT(state1, newState)
MERGESTATES(state2, newState)
return
end
FUNCTION REPLACELEFT(state1, state2)
state1.start ← state2.end
for tid in state1.incomingEdges do
state1.outgoingEdges[tid] ← state2
end
state2.incomingEdges ← state1.incomingEdgesstate1.incomingEdges ← ()
for tid in state2.incomingEdges do
state1.incomingEdges[tid] ← state2 state2.outgoingEdges[tid] ← state1
end
state2.state ← state1.state
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3.4. Extending the Critical Path to the Requests
We propose an analysis that extends the critical paths of threads into critical paths of
Jaeger requests. The goal is to have, for each request, a critical path that describes:
•

•

how the critical path of the request intersects with the critical paths of other requests:
at a high level, which would mean that the request is waiting on another request
because of a contention between their underlying threads;
the states of the threads handling the request at a lower level.

We achieve this goal by putting together the algorithms shown in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.
After the traces are processed using these algorithms, we obtain the following elements:
•
•
•

a graph representing the merged critical paths of all the threads of interest;
for each thread, a data structure queryable by time range that maps time intervals to
the unique identifier of the request active on that thread during that interval;
for each thread, a data structure queryable by time range that maps time intervals to a
set of unique identifiers of the requests processed by that thread during that interval.

Our analysis does a depth-first traversal of the critical paths graph. The critical paths
of the requests are built incrementally by adding states to them while traversing the merged
critical paths graph. For each state of the latter, we use our queryable map structures to
determine the active request identifier corresponding to the time interval of the state. The
state is simply copied to the critical path of that active request without modification. We
then create a state in the critical path of each inactive request handled by the same thread.
This state indicates that the request is currently blocked by the active request that we
identified earlier.
3.5. Summarizing the Critical Paths
Because a kernel-level critical path is very detailed and low-level, it is sometimes
useful to have a first look at a more synthetic piece of information. We propose a simple
analysis that summarizes the critical path of a given request into the total time spent in
various states: blocked by a concurrent request, waiting on CPU time, running, waiting on
the network, etc. The summary fits into a pie chart and can help identify the root cause of a
significant latency quickly.
Using the same approach, it is possible to extend our solution into additional views
that rely on the analyses shown above. For example, one could find it interesting to fetch
the number of failed system calls in a distributed request or the variation of the density of
disk accesses during a transaction.
4. Evaluation
In this section, we evaluate the overhead of our trace collection solution, as well as
the time required for running our analyses. We then demonstrate the usability of our
implementation through a practical use case.
When analyzing any tracing solution, it is important to carefully cover the overhead
introduced on the original system. This is because too much overhead introduced can both
obscure the cause of existing latencies and introduce new ones. In order to evaluate the
performance overhead of the individual systems and to see how they behave at different
loads and configurations, we have conducted this required step.
We have implemented the analyses described above in Java in the trace analysis tool
Trace Compass. We have instrumented the Java and Go clients of Jaeger to add LTTng
tracepoints for synchronization purposes. Our solution is then tested on two representative
distributed applications.
1.

HotROD (https://github.com/jaegertracing/jaeger/tree/master/examples/hotrod
accessed on 23/04/2021) is a demo application for Jaeger that is already instrumented.
It consists of multiple services, including a web front end, a Redis server and a MySQL
database. The user can make requests to order virtual car rides. We simulate loads
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2.

of concurrent requests using the Apache ab tool. We slightly modified HotROD to
remove all simulated processing delays present in the demo application.
Cassandra (http://cassandra.apache.org/ accessed on 23/04/2021) is a performanceoriented, NoSQL distributed database. We simulate loads consisting of concurrent
write or read requests using the cassandra-stress tool. We have instrumented
Cassandra so that it emits Jaeger events for each processed request. Because Cassandra
can handle a very high throughput of requests, it is likely to generate a lot more tracing
data and thus be more impacted by our trace collection solution.

In both cases, the application, the Jaeger services and the LTTng daemon execute
on the same physical machine to simplify the evaluation. The machine is equipped with
an Intel® Core™ i7-7820X processor (8 physical cores, 16 virtual cores, 3.60 GHz base
frequency) and 32 GB of RAM.
4.1. Trace Collection Overhead
We show that our solution adds a reasonable overhead when compared to only
collecting Jaeger traces in an application while generating a significant amount of kernel
and synchronization events. We measure the average request processing time for both
HotROD and Cassandra in the five following scenarios.
•
•

•

•

•

•

A-1. No tracing: Both Jaeger and LTTng are turned off: no traces are collected.
B. Jaeger only: This is the baseline to which our solution will be compared: only Jaeger
traces are collected. Sampling is off for HotROD—meaning that all the requests are
traced—while only 10% of the requests are sampled for Cassandra. This is to avoid
a huge overhead that would be very unlikely in a production setting for Cassandra.
As all other scenarios use the following setup to collect trace data, and because this
section is concerned with the overhead introduced by the tools in addition to Jaeger,
rather than comparing the overhead of tracing vs. not tracing and their interactions,
we use this as our Baseline rather than A-1.
C-1. Full (snapshot mode): This is the first configuration for our solution. Jaeger
traces are collected with a sampling configuration identical to the previous scenario.
LTTng is also running to collect synchronization events and a subset of kernel events
required for most analyses in Trace Compass. LTTng is running in snapshot mode,
meaning that the events are kept in circular buffers in memory until the user requests
them to be flushed to a trace file. This is a production-friendly mode of LTTng that
allows collecting an actual trace only when an anomaly is detected. The performance
is better than in standard mode, and the size of the trace files can be controlled more
easily. In this scenario, we make sure to never trigger a trace flush and to simulate
passive events recording with no anomaly. Because we never write the events to disk,
they keep being overwritten by newer ones when the circular buffer is full.
C-2. Full (standard mode): This is the second configuration for our solution. It is
identical to the first one, except that LTTng is run in standard mode. The events that
are collected are all written to a trace file.
D-1. Fake syscall (snapshot mode): We implemented the solution proposed by [39].
Instead of instrumenting the distributed tracer with dedicated synchronization events
collected in user-space, we modify it so that it emits a getpid system call for every
request, beginning or end. Unlike a normal getpid system call, we add the request
unique identifier as an argument that will be written to the trace buffers. LTTng is
running in snapshot mode.
D-2. Fake syscall (standard mode): This scenario is identical to the previous one, but
LTTng is running in standard mode.
We include an additional scenario for Cassandra only:

•

A-2. Integrated tracing: Cassandra is configured to trace all the requests using its
built-in logging feature. All the tracing events are printed to a file.
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The average request processing time is an important metric because it directly impacts
the throughput of the target application. For distributed applications that are used in
production, it is key that the trace collection does not significantly reduce the throughput
of requests.
4.1.1. Results for HotROD
We executed a total of 10,000 requests using 10 client threads for each of the above scenarios. The average processing times are summarized in Figure 8. The relevant overheads
between scenarios are given in Table 2.
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Figure 8. Request processing times for HotROD using different tracing scenarios. The two configurations corresponding to our solution are scenarios C-1 and C-2, while the baseline—tracing with Jaeger
only—is scenario B. For reference, scenario A-1 corresponds to disabling all tracing. Scenarios D-1
and D-2 are two configurations for the fake syscall technique that we implemented for comparison.
Table 2. Overhead of our trace collection solution for HotROD. The overhead of our solution compared to the baseline is
below 4% when using the snapshot mode in LTTng and around 5% when using the standard mode.

Scenario
Reference
A-1
B (baseline)
C-1
C-2

B

C-1

C-2

D-1

D-2

14.1 ± 0.6%

17.7 ± 0.6%
3.2 ± 0.6%

19.4 ± 0.7%
4.7 ± 0.6%

19.9 ± 0.7%
5.2 ± 0.6%
1.9 ± 0.6%

20.0 ± 0.7%
5.2 ± 0.6%
0.5 ± 0.5%

Even when tracing all the requests with Jaeger and LTTng, the overhead of our
solution compared to tracing with Jaeger is only about 5% and is below 4% when using
the snapshot mode from LTTng. This is comparable to other tools, such as Magpie [20],
which achieves approximately 4%, or X-trace, which decreases the total system throughput
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by approximately 15% [21]. This overhead allows using our solution in a production
environment without a huge impact on the application throughput. The fake syscall
technique performs slightly worse than our solution, though without adding a significant
penalty.
4.1.2. Results for Cassandra
The tool cassandra-stress can send read or write requests to a Cassandra server.
Because they lead to workloads of different natures, it is interesting to benchmark our
solution for both. We executed a total of 1,000,000 read requests and then 1,000,000 write
requests using 20 client threads for each scenario. The average processing times are
summarized in Figure 9. The relevant overhead for each scenario is given in Table 3 for
read loads and in Table 4 for write loads.
Table 3. Overhead of our trace collection solution for high-throughput read workloads in Cassandra. The overhead of our
solution compared to the baseline is below 18% when using the snapshot mode in LTTng and below 27% when using the
standard mode.

Scenario
Reference
A-1
A-2
B (baseline)
C-1
C-2

A-2

B

C-1

C-2

D-1

D-2

41.0 ± 1.1%

117.7 ± 1.7%
54.3 ± 0.5%

156.4 ± 1.7%
81.8 ± 0.4%
17.8 ± 0.2%

175.0 ± 1.9%
95.0 ± 0.4%
26.3 ± 0.3%

199.7 ± 2.2%
112.5 ± 0.6%
37.7 ± 0.4%
16.9 ± 0.17%

222.8 ± 2.4%
128.9 ± 0.7%
48.3 ± 0.4%
17.4 ± 0.20%

Table 4. Overhead of our trace collection solution for high-throughput write workloads in Cassandra. The overhead of our
solution compared to the baseline is below 27% when using the snapshot mode in LTTng and around 29% when using the
standard mode.

Scenario
Reference
A-1
A-2
B (baseline)
C-1
C-2

A-2

B

C-1

C-2

D-1

D-2

61.8 ± 1.7%

139.0 ± 1.9%
47.7 ± 0.7%

202.3 ± 2.4%
86.8 ± 0.9%
26.5 ± 0.3%

208.7 ± 2.2%
90.7 ± 0.8%
29.1 ± 0.3%

231.8 ± 2.6%
105.0 ± 1.0%
38.8 ± 0.3%
9.8 ± 0.23%

241.4 ± 2.5%
111.0 ± 0.9%
42.8 ± 0.3%
10.6 ± 0.07%

This time, the performance impact of our solution is more significant, especially
because Cassandra has a very high throughput and we are sampling 10% of the requests.
Compared to tracing with Jaeger only, our solution adds a lot of kernel and synchronization
events to the trace at the cost of a 18–27% performance penalty. Using our solution in a
production setting would require lowering the sampling by several orders of magnitude
and using LTTng in snapshot mode instead of standard mode.
Because of the throughput of tracing events that trigger a lot of switching into kernel
mode, the performance is even worse with the fake syscall technique, which adds a 17–18%
overhead to our solution.
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Figure 9. Request processing times for Cassandra using different tracing scenarios. The two configurations corresponding to our solution are scenarios C-1 and C-2, while the baseline—tracing
with Jaeger only—is scenario B. For reference, scenario A-1 corresponds to disabling all tracing and
scenario A-2 to using the built-in request logging feature in Cassandra. Scenarios D-1 and D-2 are
two configurations for the fake syscall technique that we implemented for comparison. For each
scenario, we distinguish between read and write workloads.

4.2. Trace Analysis Duration
It is interesting to get a sense of the time spent analyzing the traces. We created a set
of test traces of different sizes and contents using cassandra-stress. We then run our
analyses several times on each trace and record the average running time and confidence
interval around the average, as given by the Java JUnit testing tool. The results are described
in Figure 10.
Interestingly, the time required to perform our extended critical path analysis alone is
very close to the full analysis time—that includes the kernel analysis from Trace Compass,
along with our analysis—meaning that the parallelization in Trace Compass is almost
perfect. The full analysis takes about 15 s for traces as big as 500 MB, which corresponds to
20–30 s of tracing data.
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Figure 10. Execution time of our critical path analysis of requests. Considering the test traces used,
our analysis seems to scale linearly with the trace size. The execution time is very reasonable for
moderately large traces.

4.3. Use Case: Logical CPU Pressure Using Control Groups
We demonstrate the usefulness of our solution on a practical use case, for which we
generate a precise fault in a controlled environment. We show how our implementation
can help identify the faults by combining distributed tracing events and kernel events in
our analyses.
Our use case involves a bad configuration of a cpu control group. Control groups
are a very popular mechanism, being an important building block for Linux containers.
They allow for limiting the logical or physical resources allocated to a given group of
processes. The cpu control group, for example, can limit the CPU usage for a set of
processes to a fixed number of cycles per second. This use case is especially interesting
since CPU contention is a frequent source of problems and is difficult to diagnose without
kernel tracing. Furthermore, using control groups to create contention is convenient for
experimentation while being more difficult to diagnose than more common sources of
contention (e.g., competing threads).
We run Cassandra and put all its threads into a cpu control group while collecting
trace events with Jaeger and LTTng. As we put Cassandra under a constant load, we limit
the CPU usage for that control group to 1% only of the available CPU time and then waive
the limit a few seconds later.
When we open the trace in Trace Compass and run our analyses, we end up getting
the critical path for all of the requests. As shown in Figure 11, the tooltips in our analysis
provide more information about a given state as well as state changes over time, allowing
the user to track the state’s progress through the critical path.
We can easily identify the abnormal latency in the trace. Figure 12 shows that some
identical requests have very different processing times, despite each request being expected
to take a similar amount of time to complete. During the time where the latency is huge,
which we know corresponds to the control group limit that we set, we can observe in
Figure 13 that the threads in Cassandra seem to share very scarce CPU resources, with
each thread in the graph displayed as orange (waiting for cpu) or blocked and small areas
of green where it is able to execute. Figure 14 shows that the CPU becomes significantly
underused when the control group limit kicks in. When we zoom in on a longer request
(see Figure 15), we can see that it gets preempted every 100ms for the same amount of
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time. This information is also available from our summarized critical path view shown in
Figure 16, where the PREEMPTED state takes up the majority of the time.

Figure 11. Use case: tooltips. The tooltips in our analysis allow for getting more information about a given critical path state.

Figure 12. Use case: identifying the latency. The requests are all equivalent in the expected execution
time, but the ones on the left take 2 s to process, as opposed to about 5 ms for the ones on the right. The
view shows that the slow requests spend most of their time waiting on CPU or on another request.

Further investigation can help diagnose the problem. The Resources view in Trace
Compass clearly shows that the threads are preempted but not replaced on the CPU, as
shown in Figure 17. In other words, the threads in Cassandra are not preempted because
a higher priority process has to be scheduled. The scheduler event corresponding to
Figure 17, as displayed by the Events view in Trace Compass, is shown in Table 5.
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Figure 13. Use case: CPU time sharing between worker threads. The Resources view in Trace Compass shows that the
threads in Cassandra all share scarce CPU resources. They are waiting on the CPU or are blocked most of the time.

Figure 14. Use case: sub-optimal usage of the CPU. Heavy CPU limit can lead to the machine being underused. Once the
CPU limit is waived, the usage is back to normal.
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Figure 15. Use case: pattern of preemption. Request 55cb429799d4a01b takes about 600 ms to process but shows a pattern
of recurring preemption every 100 ms.

Figure 16. Use case: summary of a critical path. The critical path summary shows that request
55cb429799d4a01b spends most of its time in the PREEMPTED state.

Figure 17. Use case: preemption without replacement. The Resources view in Trace Compass shows that the java thread
used by Cassandra is preempted but not replaced.
Table 5. Use case: scheduling event for a worker thread. The worker thread is replaced by the virtual process swapper,
which indicates that the CPU is becoming idle. The state of the worker thread is left to 0, meaning it could potentially be
running.

CPU

Event Type

Contents

TID

Prio

PID

2

sched_switch

prev_comm=java, prev_tid=7949, prev_prio=20, prev_state=0,
next_comm=swapper/2, next_tid=0, next_prio=20

7949

20

5322

Similarly, the kernel events corresponding to the control group limit being applied or
waived can be identified. Along with the analyses and views included in Trace Compass,
our solution allows for in-depth root cause finding since it relies on detailed kernel events
collection.
4.4. Discussion
In this section, we explored and tested the implementation of our system on HotROD
and Cassandra, allowing us to analyze the performance impact and the ability to detect
performance issues. The results show that this is an effective solution for detecting and
identifying causes of latency in distributed systems and that the overhead cost is acceptable
for production environments with appropriate parameters.
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Our solution has a variable overhead, depending on the nature of the target application.
The overhead measured is about 5–6% for HotROD—with 100% of the requests being
sampled—and close to 30% for Cassandra for a sampling frequency of 10%. The shorter
duration of requests for Cassandra is impacted more by the added kernel tracing than the
longer duration for HotROD requests. It is worth mentioning that a sampling frequency
of 10% for high-throughput applications is acceptable for testing and benchmarking but
unreasonable for production environments. A good trade-off between performance and
trace collection can be achieved through lower sampling frequencies, as shown later on in
Table 2.
Our full critical path analysis for requests requires about 15 s for processing moderately large traces of 20 s to 30 s. As this analysis is performed after runtime (and may be
performed by a separate system than the one that is being analyzed), this is highly acceptable when analyzing a small number of problematic requests to diagnose a problem. The
use case that we presented demonstrates the interest in multi-level trace data analysis. We
argue that our analysis explains the root cause of actual latencies in a way that distributed
tracers alone simply cannot achieve.
The results of this experiment are transferable to similar machine setups, such as
un-grouped multi-core cpu systems. Although the architecture is slightly different and
the method of introducing cpu contention is artificial rather than emerging from a natural
scenario, the individual components (cpu, threads), their interactions and the contention
introduced from their constraints are preserved.
As shown in Figure 5, each event contains information on which station it came from,
allowing for traces to be collected and differentiated for each machine after runtime while
also allowing us to track requests. By running an instance of Jaeger and LTTng on each
machine, we could analyze the performance on multiple machines. This setup would allow
for tracking the flow of requests as we could reconstruct the path that each event takes
through the server.
5. Conclusions and Future Work
Detecting latency in distributed applications is complex as performance problems
can often be obscured by being hidden behind the kernel layer. Existing methodologies
are able to locate where and when a performance issue is occurring; however, they are
often not able to ascertain why a slowdown occurs. Uncovering the source of these issues
requires kernel tracing to collect low-level events; however, integrating kernel tracing and
distributed tracing can impose a high overhead. In addition, to optimist the detection of
performance failures, mapping the execution flow of requests and extracting the critical
path is required to examine requests as they move through the layers of a distributed
system and identify where latency is higher than expected.
In this paper, we developed a methodology to combine distributed tracing with
kernel tracing to better characterize the performance of distributed applications. We
proposed and demonstrated a solution for collecting and synchronizing the trace events
using Jaeger as a distributed tracer and LTTng as a kernel and user-space tracer. Our
solution for propagating the context from the distributed tracer into the kernel traces
relies solely on the instrumentation of Jaeger in user-space. The results of our work show
that extensive trace collection can be achieved without patching the application. The
overhead is reasonable for average-throughput applications (and can be kept low enough
for production environments on high-throughput applications) provided that trade-offs are
made on the requests sampling frequency. Beyond this, we proposed analyses that compute
the critical path of distributed requests and implemented them in the Trace Compass. We
showed that the analyses could be run in a couple of seconds for moderately large traces.
We illustrated how our analyses can provide useful information about precise kernel events
or contentions and relate that information to the latency of given requests.
Further work should focus on integrating our solution to existing monitoring dashboards for better usability. Trace collection under the form of snapshots could be triggered
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when anomalies are detected by the monitoring application and lead to automated processing and reporting back to the dashboard for manual analysis. Additionally, user-level
task schedulers, work queues and thread pools are getting more popular, which makes the
analysis based on kernel scheduling events more difficult. Our algorithms will be accurate
only if we can track requests being moved between threads and conversely determine
which request is being actively handled by a given thread. That will imply better support
by the distributed tracers for multi-threaded frameworks and languages. Lastly, while our
algorithm can assist in discovering network issues via revealing network contention, a
proper network analysis scenario would demonstrate the methodology’s effectiveness in
that regard.
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